
Museum collections
The MACA has a wide variety of artistic works that are structured in three collections. These works 
reflect the main 20th century art movements, which are represented by its most genuine protagonists.
The artistic works of the museum include paintings, sculptures, drawings,  graphic works, silk-
screen prints, lithographs and connected mixed works.
Not all of the artistic works are exhibited. Although the collection of the museum is permanent, part
of its contents should be renewed due to conservation reasons. This gives as a result, that the 
exhibitions are very changeable.

The Colección Arte Siglo XX (20th Century Art Collection), donated by Eusebio Sempere to the city
of Alicante, part of the Colección Caja Mediterráneo (Caja Mediterráneo Collection) which has 
replaced the Colección de Juana Francés (Juana Francés Collection) that the artist herself left to 
Alicante in 1990, and the Semperes de Sempere (Semperes of Sempere) acquired by the Alicante 
City Council since 1997 are the three collections that form the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de 
Alicante (Alicante Contemporary Art Museum, MACA) and that make it have one of the first and 
most interesting art collections of the last century of all Spain.

* 20th Century Art Collection
From the essentials to the indispensables
The 20th Century Art Collection, donated by Eusebio Sempere to the city of Alicante, is the basis of 
this new Alicante Contemporary Art Museum. It is made of 177 pieces, including sculptures, 
paintings, drawings and graphic works, dated between the 20s and the early 80s. It is the result of a 
rigurous work of selection and acquisition of artistic works of the greatest last century Modernity 
and Avant-garde artists.

The collection includes masterpieces that represent the main Spanish art names and movements, 
where it reaches its highest peaks. With a determined international vocation, its creator, Eusebio 
Sempere, demonstrates his great sensibility, future vision and, above all, his will to spread the 
aesthetic values of the 20th century art.

Some of the most important creators of our century are represented here: Picasso, Braque, Julio 
gonzález, Juan Gris, Gargallo, Delaunay, Arp, Cocteau, Chagall, Giacometti, Miró, Dalí, Max Ernst,
Calder, Bacon, Matta, Fautrier, Clavé, Tàpies, Chillida, Millares, Saura, Vasarely, Agam, Soto, 
Rosenquist, Oldenburg, Rauschenberg, Adami, Dine... among others. Nevertheless, it is in the scope
of the Spanish 20th century art itself where the best artistic works of the Collection, as well as an 
extensive relationship of trends, movements and significant groups of the Avant-garde art of our 
country with works of Alberto Sánchez, Ferrant, Palazuelo, Guerrero, Viola, Feito, Rivera, Canogar,
Juana Francés, Pablo Serrano, Alfaro, Guinovart, Ràfols Casamada, Hernández Pijuán, Farreras, 
Manrique, Mompó, Torner, Rueda, Zóbel, Lucio Muñoz, Equipo Crónica, Julio López Hernández o 
Genovés, among others.

An impressive sample of paintings, sculptures, connected mixed works, drawings, engravings, 
lithographs and silk-screen prints completes the extensive list of essential artists. All these works go
through the most intriguing territories of the last century artistic scheme.

* List of works
The 20th Century Art Collection has an impressive sample of paintings, sculptures, connected mixed
works, drawings, engravings, lithographs and silk-screen prints that complete the extensive list of 
essential artists. All these works go through the most intriguing territories of the last century artistic 
scheme.



It also has authentic masterpieces, because they represent the main movements and names of the 
Spanish art. There the collection reaches its highest peaks. With a vocation of internationality, the 
Collection shows efficiently the aesthetic sensibility of its creator, an exquisite personal taste and, 
above all, its future vision.

* Juana Francés Collection
Juana Francés (Alicante, 1923 – Madrid, 1990)
Foundation member and the only woman of the group El Paso, Juana Francés was one of the most 
strong artists of the 20th century Spanish plastic trajectory. 
The “Colección Juana Francés” (Juana Francés Collection) is the legacy of this artist to the 
museum. It is made of more than a hundred of works, including drawings, paintings, boxes, piles, 
silk-screen prints and lithographs which go through all her creative phases: from the first figurative 
works to the dazzling informalist pieces that gave place to her most radical works: the “boxes”, 
where she reflects on the man dehumanization. The search for harmony and balance, through the 
use of color, is materialised on the subtile papers of underwater depths, to retake, at the end of her 
life, the tocuh and substance.

I am interested on the substance as means, 1955-1963
After the figurative works of marked hieratic character, that served as learning for her. Juana 
Francés starts, around 1955, a research on the abstract informalism that made her part of the group 
El Paso, of great importance in the Spanish artistic panorama of the half of the 20th century. To this 
period belong these daring works where the sienna colour, white and black, spilled or dripped, 
coexists with the substance worked with great gestural violence. At the beginning it is sand, of 
diverse density and texture, to which waste material and nature fragments are incorporated: found 
objects, brick fragments, ceramic, glass, forming compositions closer to the Dadaist ideas or to the 
Arte Povera.

Are we already robots or the show is just beginning? 1963-1980
Her last informalist painting has a marked anthropomorphic character; it includes monstruous faces 
shaped as collages or assemblies, by a pictorial mass to which objects and material fragments are 
incorporated: glasses, watch spheres, radio pieces, screws, plugs, spark plugs, cables, and so on. 
Heads fit in urban settings, windows or boxes that imprison certain beings with legs or wheels. 
They are the rotópedos, absolute protagonists of works that grow on three-dimensionality in order 
to express the lack of communication between contemporaneity and technical progress. The ironical
titles of these works evoke the solitude of the man crushed by the same forces that he has created. In
this period of artistic maturity underlies the critique to a society where everything is numerated and 
shelved, where man, objectified, experiments a deep solitude in the immense world uproar.

Up to the sky, from tbe bottom of the sea, 1980-1990
Around 1980, Juana Francés abandons the social critique in order to get again into abstraction, 
evoking, with subtle references , comets and underwater landscapes. A kind of travel, from the 
botton of the sea to the sky, with the circle and the rectangle as essential geometrical figures. They 
are works on paper where movement and colour break out in lirical armony with a clear vocation of 
transcendence. 

This path of height and maturity will be truncated by the death of Pablo Serrano, her companion in 
the year 1985. Juana comes back then to canvases of great gestural violence and material charge, 
dark and dramatic outer spaces where pain is reflected and that are related to the first informalist 
paintings of the Alicante artist.

* Biographical data
• 1924: Juana Concepción Francés de la Campa was born in Alicante. She was the daughter of



the second marriage of D. Herminio Francés with Dña. Concepción de la Campa and she has
two stepsiblings from the first marriage of his father, Herminio and Aurora, and a brother, 
Manolo.

• 1936: She starts her music studies.
• 1940-45: She makes pencil drawings, copying photos with the most accuracy possible.
• 1945-50: She ends her music studies in the music school and joins the Escuela Superior de 

Bellas Artes de San Fernando (San Fernando Art School) in Madrid, obtaining an excellent 
as her final mark. She always remembered her stay at the school, Adsuara lessons, and, 
above all, the ones of the distinguished teacher Vázquez Díaz. Her classmates were, among 
others, Agustín Úbeda, César Manrique, Farreras, Mampasso, Pistolessi and Perales. She 
also spoke and shared her knowledge with Manuel Conde and Manolo Millares, who 
became her best friends. Her femenine spirit, her vanity (she liked to primp and dress very 
well), her select taste in eating, her reserved, disorganised and bohemian character, as well 
as her agnosticism are soon revealed.

• 1950-53: The painter develops her first phase of  “Hieratical Figuration”.
• 1951: The French government grants her a scholarship to study in París, where she is 

amazed by the French impressionists of the “Jeu de Paume” and the primitive Italian 
Reenaissance artists as Paolo Ucello, Piero della Francesca o Mantegna.

• 1952: She is awarded the second prize and medal in Alicante.
• 1953: She attends the Concurso de Arte Abstracto (Abstract Art Contest), in Santander.
• 1956: She meets Pablo Serrano Aguilar, 18 years older than her, with whom she will live 

since then and to whom she will marry some time later in Gandía. This union supposed a 
happy and closely united marriage, but also a kind of “psychological burden” for the painter 
due to the vitalist, demanding and dominant of the great sculptor: since then Juana Francés 
will be “Pablo Serrano's wife”. They did not had children. She travelled with him all around 
Europe (France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Switzerland and Italy).

• 1956-60: First period of her “Material Informalism: Arenales”.
• 1957: She becomes part of the group “El Paso”, together with Pablo Serano, its founder. 

This ascription will determine her informalist material style of dark tones.
• 1958: She attends the “Abstract Art Week” organised by “El Paso” in the “Sala Negra” and 

in the Architecture Faculty in Madrid.
• 1959: Juana Francés and Pablo Serrano separate from the group “El Paso”.
• 1960-62: Second period of her “Material Informalism: Polymaterias”.
• 1963-73: Series “El Hombre y la Ciudad” (The Man and the City) of her third phase.
• 1967: Sees in Paris the “Dadaism Antological Exhibition” in the Modern Art Museum, 

where she got impressed by the works of Marcel Duchamp, Man Ray, Hans Arp and, above 
all, by the work of Kurt Schwitters, her favourite artist, not only for his plastic, but for his 
poetics.

• 1971: Exhibition in the tower of the Caja Provincial of Alicante, together with Eusebio 
Sempere and Arcadio Blasco.

• 1973-74: She makes the “Torres-participation” of her third phase.
• 1975-79: Series of the “Structures” of her third phase.

Exhibition in Alicante in 1976, in the Caja de Ahorros del Sureste, with Sixto Marco, 
Arcadio Blasco and Eusebio Sempere, in the course of which this last one donates this 
collection of art ot the citizens of Alicante. This collection is currently located in the Museo 
de la Asegurada (Museum of la Asegurada).
She makes different travels to the United States and Japan and Mexico.

• 1980: She starts her fourth phase.
She attends the First Art Critique International Meeting in Benicassim (Castellón) in 
September.

• 1985: Pablo Serrano dies.



• 1986-90: Series of 
• 1990: Juana Francés dies on the 9th of March of that year, in Madrid, due to a heart stroke. 

Her artistic legacy was divided into four parts: a fourth for the Pablo Serrano Foundation in 
Zaragoza, another fourth for the 20th Century Art Museum of la Asegurada in Alicante, 
another for the I.V.A.M. Of Valencia, and, finally, another fourth part for the National 
Museum Art Centre Reina Sofía of Madrid. 

* Juana Francés' legacy in Alicante
Juana Francés is without any doubt one of the most interesting artists of the Spanish artistic 
panorama of the century second half. There were very few women at the forefront, but she was 
always there, attentive to the plastic preoccupations of an splendid generation of artists who 
revolutionized art, encouraged by a political, social and cultural repressive situation.

Nevertheless, her personality and her work have been always eclipsed by who was her couple Pablo
Serrano. Moreover, she is almost unknown for the Alicante public. She was born in this city, 
Alicante, in 1924, spend there her childhood, had good friends, spent long holidays and made some 
relevant exhibition, but Alicante neither acknowledges her nor has payed her the homage she 
deserves.

Juana Francés, imitating Eusebio Sempere's, made a generous donation to the city. Whe she died in 
1990 she decided that the total volume of her work should be given to the patrimonial heritage of 
four Spanish cities with which she had sentimental relationships of different kind: Zaragoza, 
Madrid, Valencia and Alicante. Her will was accomplished and today, Juana Francés' legacy is part 
of the content of the Alicante Contemporary Art Museum and everyone can enjoy it.
**
The amount of artistic works donated to the city of Alicante is composed of 134 pieces that make 
possible to go through the evolution of the artist from her beginnings until her final works and 
highlights, in a anthological way, a wide and fruitful trajectory: Juana worked hard and tirelessly 
over 40 years , without almost any rest or relax moment. Her personal life, and its reflection on her 
artistic life, was characterised by a constant search attitude and, altough some of her plastic findings
were very special, she never stopped experimenting. Such was the case that, some artists' art can be 
defined in a fully recognisable unitarian single plastic direction, but in Juana Francés it is possible 
to distinguish four different stages that adjust, consequently to the development of her personal life 
and the pass of time.

From all of these stages, this Juana Francés' legacy includes and keeps magnificent examples and 
just this is one of the intrinsic values of this group of artistic works, not only the possibility of 
enjoying each work itself and on its own, but the chance of studying all the aesthetic and vital 
worries of an exceptional artist.

She signed up in the San Fernando Art School in Madrid with who will be her generation mates in 
the beginning of the 50s. In her first works, Juana extends the oil over the canvas with a palette 
knife, obtaining thereby, plain colours, with some wall painting reminiscences, which applies to a 
series of recurrent themes: still lifes, human figures and maternities; themes always characterised by
a great hieratism, frontality and volume. Figures are treated with a classical, almost Renaissance air,
following the Italian manner. Very thick fillings and geometrical composition. Men and women 
represented acquire a great prestige, taking over the whole space, but they emerge from a great 
sadness, an endless solitude. They are silent, paralysed, misterious, figures eternally still as statues...



Since 1956, Juana lefts the oleum use, she separates from any link to figuration and she focuses on 
the substance employment. She starts one of her most fruitful stages: material informalism. To latex
and pigments, sands of different thickness are joined. They give the canvas the desired texture. 
Inspired on los paisajes de las colinas y las tierras calcinadas del medio levantino del sur, Juana 
creates dynamic, open and spread compositions where the background is worked with a lot of care. 
However, above it, intense, fast and gestural graphisms fill the textured area.  Soil colours, blacks, 
greys and glimpses of a Zurbarán-like white... That works are the ones that identify the informalism
aesthetics and that join Juana Francés with the group “El Paso”.

Little by little, since the beginnings of the 60s, Juana incorporates in her canvases something more 
than sands: small substance pieces. Fragments taken from the construction rubbish, broken bricks, 
pieces of wood, shells, stones, glasses... As years go on, the substance, perfectly “cooked” changes 
and the composition acquires a figurative character: big countenances emerge in a threatening way, 
filling the whole canvas. They are the foreshadow of the next stage.

Juana Francés is recognisable thank to the pieces produced in the 70s. She changes the register 
again, forgets texture and focuses on the representation of human figures, this time made of gadgets 
and mechanical materials: screws, nuts, wheels, wires, clocks or watches pieces, telephones, spark 
plugs, plugs or sockets... Different and diverse elements that, put together, offer the appearance of a 
technological humanoid trapped by a progress that destroys it. They are the “antropoides 
homínidos” (“anthropoid hominids”), “robots” or “rotópedos”. Juana invites a series of strange 
characters that she locks up in her black boxes, as they are victims of solitude and lack of 
communication. There, titles are important, because she uses them to denounce in an ironical and 
citical manner, the alienation of the human being: “Los ejecutivos” (“Managers”), “Situación 
coyuntural de la coyuntura” (“Current situation of the circumstances”), “Jefe Contable” (“Accounts 
Manager”), “Todo dentro de un orden” (“Everthing according to an order”)...

In the 80s, the artist seems to get rid of this sense of tragedy that encourages her creation and she 
dares to represent, this time through the use of the watercolour technique and in paper, a new group 
of works where colour shines as never before: greens, yellows, oranges or blues. There is no 
substance now, almost any watered down colours, but shapes have obtained importance instead: 
circular, elliptic or rectangular elements are arranged forming the called “Fondos Submarinos” 
(“Underwater Depths”) or the “Cometas” (“Comets”). A free and fluent bill shows us a musical 
artist. Colour provides tone intensity and sequences, composition rhythms are important; there is 
even a sense of movement, speed, brevity … Juana was immersed in these paintings when she died;
a death that was foreshadowed since the loss of Pablo Serrano, death from which she never 
recovered psychologically.

Juana told that she “felt the irresistible need of painting, of fighting against the canvas until she 
could express on it something of  what existed inside her. And in her exists as in any other artist, the
emotional stress or tension of a period that establishes a new way of understanding art.

The best of all is that she let us enjoy her art forever.

Castells González, Rosa Mª: “El Legado de Juana Francés en Alicante” (“Juana Frances' Legacy in 
Alicante”), text on the magazine El SALT edited by the Instituto Alicantino de Cultura Juan Gil-
Albert, Diputación Provincial, Alicante, 2007, nº 13, pp.46-49.



* List of Juana Francés Collection
The Juana Francés Collection is this artist's legacy to this museum. It includes more than a hundred 
of artistic works, where drawings, paintings, boxes, piles, silk-screen prints and lithographs can be 
found, that go through all her creative stages: from the first figurative works to the magnificent 
informalist pieces that gave place to her most radical works: the “boxes”, where she reflects on man
dehumanization. The search for armony and balance, through the use of colour, is materialised on 
the subtle underwater depths papers, in order to retake, at the end of her life, the gesture and 
substance.

* Eusebio Sempere Collection
Eusebio Sempere Municipal Collection
Eusebio Sempere is the most internationally known Alicante artist and one of the most genuine 
Spanish representatives of the geometrical abstraction, as well as  kinetic and optical trends. His 
works is the result of a continuous and rigurous work on geometry, movement and optical illusion, 
where he also develops, from the composition and form, a lirical poetics of unique beauty.

The Eusebio Sempere Municipal Collection is made of the works of the Alicante artist that the 
Alicante City Council has acquired since 1978 until nowadays. It includes 575 pieces, where 
drawings, paintings, sculptures and graphic works can be found. Chronologically, this group of 
works encompasses a very long period of Sempere's production: from the beginning of the 40s 
(drawings and oil paintings) to the first modern works that the artist made in Paris in the 50s (a wide
watercolour paintings and gouaches selection), continuing with the paintings on board of the 60s, 
which are very characteristic of his production, and the sculptures made of iron and chroming steel, 
typical of his work in the 70s. Furthermore, it includes an important silk-screen prints and 
lithographs selection that gathers the most singular aspects of his graphic work. It is a collection 
that go through the creative evolution of one of the most interesting personalities of the Spanish 
artistic panorama of the second half of the 20th century. It is, besides, an authentic homage to 
Sempere, protagonist of one of the most generous acts with the city of Alicante: the donation of his 
art collection... quite a lifetime.

Eusebio Sempere. The artist
He was born in Onil, a small industrial town of the Alicante province, in 1923 in a humble family of
atisans, but he studied in Valencia, in the San Carlos Art School, where the teaching of modern art 
was banned.

Then, he went to Paris, where he lived for 12 years, getting away from the stifling atmosphere of 
the Spanish culture. There, he personally met some of the survivors of the avant-garde as Braque or 
Arp, he educated himself on the basis of the modern art with the works of Kandinsky, Mondrian or 
Klee, but, due to creative similarity, with the most constructivist, optical and kinetic artists of the art
gallery Denise René. In the French capital, he developed his own geometrical abstract language, 
leaving forever the figuration shown in his splendid series of gouaches on cardboard.

Some years later, in 1960 he came back to Spain, settling in Madrid with Abel Martín, his faithful 
and loyal mate, whom he met in Paris and from whom he never separated until he died. Without 
leaving the geometrical abstraction, his work goes through the Castile landscape, absorbing forms, 
textures and colours of the group of informalist friends with which he related near the Museo de 
Arte Abstracto (Abstract Art Museum) of Cuenca or in the art gallery Juana Mordó of Madrid. He 
achieves success and acknowledgement, is present in biennials, as well as in national and 
international exhibitions. Furthermore, he gets involved in some of the most beautiful Spanish art 
adventures, being one of the first convinced contructors of modernity: the creation of the Abstract 
Art Museum of Cuenca, the cybernetic art of the Calculus Centre of the University of Madrid, the 
design and genesis of  the Outdoors Sculpture Museum of the Paseo de la Castellana o his own 



Museum of la Asegurada thanks to the donation in public benefit of his contemporary art works 
collection to the city of Alicante.

Years later, he was named Favourite Son of the Province, Adopted Son of the city od Alicante, he 
was given an honorary doctirate from the University of Alicante and won the Arts Prize Príncipe de 
Asturias. He died in Onil in 1985, as a consequence of a grave degenerative illness. 

* Chronological biography
Eusebio Sempere Juan (Onil, 1923-1985)

• 1923: He was born on the 23rd of April in Onil (Alicante)
• 1941: He joined the San Carlos Art School of Vlaencia. He completed his studies signing up

in the speciality of  Intaglio Engraving, where he was Ernesto Furió's disciple.
• 1948: He is granted an scholarship by the SEU and he travels to Paris, where he met 

Chillida, Palazuelo and he was moved by the works of the great Avant-garde artists Matisse,
Modigliani, Klee, Braque, Delaunay or Mondrian.

• 1949: He made an exhibition on the Mateu art gallery of Valencia, presenting abstract 
works, created under Miró's influence.

• 1950: He participated in the 5eme Salon des Réalités nouvelles, in the Modern Art Museum 
of Paris. In the catalogue, among others, we can find Pevsner, Albers, G. Dorfles, S. 
Delaunay, Burri and Kupka.
He befriended Arp, Kandinsky's widow, Poliakoff, Vantongerloo Magnelli and with a group 
of younger artists, which included Vasarely, Soto, Agam, Schöffer, related to the Denise 
René  art gallery and engaged with the establishment of an alternative to informalism.
Sempere defined his work within the general field of the called geometrical abstraction and 
more concretely within the optical-kinetic movement. During the second half of the 50s, he 
developed two very relevant series: the gouaches on cardboard and the luminous reliefs. 

• He incorporated on the Grupo Parpalló (Group Parpalló) composed of  Castellano, Genovés,
Navarro, Soria, Berenguer Alfaro, Balaguer and Aguilera Cerni among others.
In Paris he learnt the silk-screen print technique in Wilfredo Arcay's studio.
He met Abel Martín with whom he established and kept a friendship and a collaboration that
lasted until the end of his life.

• 1960: It was usual and constant his presence at prestigious artistic events of international 
character: XXX Bienal de Venecia (1960); VI Bienal de Sâo Paulo (1961); The Responsive 
Eye (1965), MOMA, New York; España, Vanguardia artística y  realidad social,1936-1976, 
Bienal de Venecia (1976).

• 1960: Eusebio Sempere and Abel Martín came back to Spain and settle in Madrid.
His work keeps solutions of the optical-kinetic language, although it separates from its 
coldness, in order to get into a lirical painting of  landscape theme.
At the same time, he starts his mobiles, or iron sculptures in two precursor levels, creation of
a series of cardborad collages.

• 1965: Sempere started an experimental period with interdisciplinary works.
• 1967: He collaborated with Luís de Pablo and the group ALEA. With Cristóbal Halffer and 

Julio Campal, he starts a mobile-musical sculpture construction project.
• 1968-70: With José Antonio Fernández Ordóñez he colaborated actively in the project of the

Catellana bridge and also in the creation of the Outdoors Sculpture Museum of Madrid. 
• 1969: He collaborated on the seminars of Analisis y Generación Autómatica de Formas 

Plásticas started at the Calculus Centre of the University of Madrid.
During this period, Sempere alternates gestalt painting of thick line, with louder colours and 
based on elemental geometrical forms and the beginning of his sculptures in chroming steel.
He was granted an scholarship with which he travels to the United States and works in the 
computer use applied to artistic creation. Sempere makes experiments with light, colour, 



ambiente and movement.
• 1976: He donates his important private art collection to the city of Alicante,  being vreated 

as a result the Colección arte siglo XX (20th Century Art Collection), Municipal Museum 
Casa of la Asegurada.
Sempere evolves to a mistic painting of complex elaboration, with subtle luminous and 
cromatic effects, based on a relevant allusion to the mistics spirituality of San Juan de la 
Cruz and Santa Teresa de Ávila.

• 1982: He was named Favourite Son of the city of Alicante.
• 19883: He was awarded the Príncipe de Asturias Prize, the Alfons Roig Prize of the 

Valencia Council and  he is named Favourite Son of the Alicante Provicial Council.
• 1984: He was named honoarary doctor by the university of  Alicante, Honor Academic by 

the Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Carlos of Valencia and Onil's Favourite Son.
• 1985: He died in the night between the 9 and 10th of  April in Onil.

* Permanent Exhibition and works list
Sempere Collection in the MACA

Paris Time. 1948-1960
Eusebio Sempere moves to Paris and settles there, where he lived for 12 years. Dazzled by modern 
art, he rejects figuration and goes into detail about the way of geometrical abstraction. He works in 
silence, almost secretely and makes an important series: the “gouaches on cardborad”, where he 
delineates simple geometrical figures, flat at the beginning and later with a volumetrical 
appearance, both  in ordered or random arrangements.  These are simple, emotional and naïve 
works that become more complex due to a growing interest for the volume, depth and movement. 
On these gouaches he creates an alphabet of his own and fixes forever the basis of his plastic 
language. In Paris he makes contact with the optical-kinetic movement with which he identifies 
from its beginnings. Through an original research with light, he makes sculpture installations with 
luminous elements and very innovative kinetic effects that form his last contribution to the called 
“last avant-garde”.

Sempere in Spain. 1960-1985
In the beginning of 1960, he comes back to Spain and he settles in Madrid with Abel Martín, his 
faithful and  loyal collaborator. The first works of this stage are gouaches on board, atmospheric 
paintings of lanscape theme, which are in harmony, in terms of texture and colour, with the Spanish 
dominant informalism.  As his boards are perfected in execution, lines become thinner and precise 
and clour deteriorates; his painting becomes more spiritual, almost mystic, with subtle and ethereal 
light effects. Although he always considered himself “anti-sculptor”, since the end of the 60s, 
Sempere feels attracted to volume, convinced that in the object's three-dimensionality he can 
achieve the light's and movement height: “simple, geometrical forms (of iron or chroming steel) are 
grouped in an ordered way or are repeated in the air, expanding through the light that reflects on 
mobile effcts that multiply the poetic sensation, reinventing it over time”, said the artist. 

* Caja Mediterráneo Collection
The Caja Mediterráneo Collection is made of 213 art works. It encompasses a chronological period 
that goes from the Transition to Democracy to our days, and it includes paintings, sculptures, 
photographs, videos, digital technical devices… This collection takes into consideration all plastic 
tendencies and develops a multidisciplinary perspective that includes all artistic manifestations. The
Collection is located in the MACA for an initial period of five years, thanks to the collaboration 
agreement signed between the Alicante City Council and Caja Mediterráneo on the 15th December 
2011.



The Caja Mediterráneo Collection was designed in order to become the last decades Spanish art 
referent and, thus, it goes through the artist work of 126 artists represented in the works, the most 
essential names of the contemporary artistic panorama. Result of a deep reflection, the Collection 
highlights the richness of an artistic period in Spain, which corresponds to the last 40 years, so 
generous, full of eagerness, energy, disillusionment, excess, ingenuity… but also of reflection, 
critique, commitment, adventure… The chose of each artist and work in this group shows a great 
knowledge of the artistic reality makes each collection essential.

* Permanent Exhibition
Title: Con el tiempo (With time)
Place: 2nd floor
Commission: Rosa María Castells

This exhibition gathers a selection of works that are part of this Caja Mediterráneo Collection, 
located in this museum for a period of 5 years, thanks to the agreement signed by the Alicante City 
Council and and the social work of Caja Mediterráneo. “Con el tiempo. Caja Mediterráneo 
Collection”. “Con el tiempo” wants to reflect on the contemporaneity of the Works displayed, 
beyond the historical referentes already known in the 20th Century Art  Collection and what will 
come. References that are linked to the gesture and substance where the work is a continuous 
research process of the purest painting, the one that represents itself. But also with a generation of 
artists who will review reality deeply in order to treat figuration from many different points of view.
Orf with the most essentials, those who deal directly with the sublime, getting rid of everything in 
order to find spirituality, beauty’s hidden breath.

Artists who conform this sample are: Eduardo Arroyo, Miquel Barceló, José Manuel Broto, Carmen
Calvo, Victoria Civera, Jorge Galindo, Ferrán García Sevilla, Xavier Grau, Curro González, Luis 
Gordillo, Iñaki Gracenea, Joan Hernández Pijuán, Ángeles Marco, Juan Muñoz, Juan Navarro 
Baldewg, Juan Plensa, Santiago Serrano, José María Sicilia, Amparo Tormo, Juan Uslé and José 
María Yturralde.

* Works for hire, deposits and donations
Museum’s presence outside
Works of the collections lent to temporary exhibitions from 1981 to 2014

Historical summary of the works lent by the 20th Century Art Collection, Juana Francés Collection 
and Eusebio Sempere Collection of the Alicante’s Contemporary Art Museum, as well as the Caja 
Mediterráneo Collection (included in the MACA) to different national and international exhibitions 
from its beginnings until June 2014.
Temporary exhibitions become one of the best ways to promote the Alicante Contemporary Art 
Museum, both within and outside our borders. Pieces belonging to these Collections are 
acknowledged required regularly by commissioners and erudites in order to take part in relevant 
temporary exhibitions.

Every work for hire requires doing certain tasks before, during and after launching a work. It is 
necessary to fill in the condition documents, make an exhaustive review of the pieces before and 
after the exhibition, supervise permissions, packages, insurances and means of transports. 
Moreover, a control of the work lent is kept since it gets out he exhibitions room or the warehouse 
until it comes back to it again.

All works lent have been done with the highest guarantee of conservation, transport and handling. 
Each institution that has asked for a collections’ piece had to accomplish some strict requisites and 



pay for all the packaging, security, specialised transport and in some cases, mail for the proper 
work’s assembly and dismantling supervision. 


